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BASINS

The Classic collection from
Burlington is beautifully formed, 
available in round or square  
designs, complete with an 
invisible waste option.

The Edwardian collection is the 
ultimate in traditional bathrooms 
with structured corners and 
angular designs, the feel is 
unapologetic and proud.

As the name suggests, the Contemporary 
collection is styled on the elegance of 
past times but with a modern day twist. 
Simplistic, structured lines form the basis 
for this striking ceramic collection. 

A choice of traditionally 
designed cloakroom basins 
to achieve a consistent look 
throughout the home.

Delicate and refined, the simplicity 
of this basin is stunning whilst its 
versatility allows you to continue 
the style through your home and 
brings an air of luxury. 

Classic

Contemporary

Edwardian

Cloakroom

Victorian
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BASIN OPTIONS

Burlington Regal pedestals are higher than standard 
pedestals, making them more comfortable for taller 
people, the elderly or those prone to back pain.

* The Classic 650mm round basin is available with one, two or three tap holes. To order the correct basin configuration simply replace ‘*’ with 1TH, 2TH or 3TH.
** Classic 510mm basin only available in 1TH or 2TH configuration

Our chrome washstands are also available 
in a Regal height and are compatible 
with Classic, Edwardian, Victorian, 
Contemporary, Cloakroom and Georgian 
basins. With an increased height of 
60mm, they provide an ergonomic use for 
taller people and those who need it. 

Classic
Victorian
Edwardian
Contemporary

Standard

860mm
840mm
840mm
840mm

Regal

920mm
900mm
900mm
900mm

Regal Standard

Select your basin shape

WASHSTAND OPTIONS

840mm 900mm

Standard Regal

900mm 840mm

Classic 650mm 
round basin

Classic 510mm 
square basin

CLASSIC ROUND & SQUARE BASINS

Burlington Basins

ONE, TWO, OR THREE TAP HOLE

Select the brassware look you prefer with a 
choice of 1, 2 or 3 tap hole basins. Simply add 
1TH, 2TH or 3TH to the end of your desired 
basin code. See page 142 to choose your 
corresponding brassware.

£339
£369
£708

£369
£119
£488

All prices include VAT at 20%. All measurements are represented in mm.

Classic 510mm square  
basin shown with 
standard chrome 
washstand
W: 510 D: 450 H: 890
Basin: B20**
Washstand: T52 CHR
Complete price:

Classic 650mm round  
basin shown with 
standard pedestal

W: 650 D: 580 H: 860

Basin: B17*
Pedestal: P6
Complete price:
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